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Abstract

This study concerns male clients in substance abuse treatment, who were or had been football supporters, engaged in violence. Previous research has acknowledged the connection between football and violence, substances, homosociality and masculinity. Desire and treatment needs have however not been investigated. This study contributes to this knowledge gap. It is written from a treatment viewpoint, acknowledging current psychodynamic/analytical perspectives on gender, relationships, and affects. The study is based on the author’s clinical encounters with supporters who were in psychodynamic treatment due to problems with substance use. A thematic analysis of the author’s memories of the clinical encounters was performed. Three themes were identified; Alcohol and drugs, Desire and Clinical interaction. The results show that consumption of alcohol and cocaine was intermingled with the homosocial supporter-culture and accordingly with the clients’ social life, which needs to be acknowledged in treatment. Moreover, violence was not only connected to homosocial strivings and hypermasculine behaviors, but also to desire. Same-sex desire could for example arise during fighting, which could be an alluring part of violence, while simultaneously shame-provoking. The study shows that supporters, and possibly other homosocial groups, are more diverse than sometimes presented. Accordingly, clinicians who encounter committed football supporters should be open to questions of desire, including non-normative sexual experiences, while acknowledging that the topic might be difficult for clients. Clinicians also need to understand how intertwined supporter-culture and substances are, and discuss affects and relationships with clients.
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1. Introduction

Football supporter-culture has been identified as an arena in which gender, alcohol and violence are linked together (Ayres & Treadwell, 2011; Evans & Rove, 2002; Ostrowsky, 2018). Interest in women’s football is increasing internationally (Valenti et al., 2018) but this study focuses on
those who have come to define supporter-culture; male supporters. Expressions of misogyny,  
racism, and homophobia were commonplace only some decades ago (i.e. Dunning, 1986) and  
the supporter-culture is still a bearer of masculinities centered on alcohol and drugs and on  
verbal and physical violence (Ostrowsky, 2018), including the willingness to fight and endure  
physical blows (King, 1997; Poulton, 2012). Cocaine is a central drug in the football culture  
(Ayres & Treadwell, 2011). It is known that alcohol might increase the risk of cocaine use (Guo  
et al., 2020). It is also known that alcohol and cocaine might be used to regulate emotions and  
increase physical endurance, just to mention a few effects (Brache et al., 2012). It should  
however be noted that supporters are a diverse group of people and not everyone consume  
large quantities of alcohol or consume drugs. Some enjoy visiting a game every now and then.  
Others are devoted fans who do not engage in physical violence. There are also hoolifans who  
are not risk-supporters themselves, but support them, and then there are risk-supporters, a term  
used to describe fans with tendencies for violence (Newson, 2019; Rookwood & Pearson, 2012).  
There are diverse opinions on whether these groups are separate or whether they overlap. It  
should also be noted that while violence and prejudice are officially denounced, there is more  
to football than meets the eye. The structure of the violent parts is hidden, not least from  
researchers (Poulton, 2012).

Loyalty to the group is central to hoolifans and risk-supporters. These groups are the focus of  
this study and will further on be named supporters. The loyalty is often understood as an  
example of homosociality, a term that denotes social bonds in groups consisting of persons of  
the same sex (Hammarén & Johansson, 2014). Some expressions and behaviors of football  
homosociality have been characterized as homoerotic, for example the touching and kissing and  
the fascination with physically active male bodies (Hughson & Free, 2011). Despite the  
acknowledgement of gender, homophobia, homosociality, and the pleasures of violence among  
supporters (Poulton, 2012), questions of sexual desire tend to be overlooked in research on  
football and violence. Desire is an elusive concept that might denote pleasure seeking in a vide  
sense, or sexual pleasures specifically. This paper focuses on sexual desire. Sexual desire is rooted  
in our bodily needs and unconscious drives, but is also experienced on conscious level and  
directed at varying objects, including human beings, and expressed in our bodily sensations and  
behaviors (Carignani, 2012). Accordingly, desire has both physical and psychological aspects  
and is experienced as a force to satisfy needs (Settineri et al., 2017). In an overview of the  
relationship between anger and sexual behavior, Iannuzzo et al (2014) argue that the connection  
between anger and sexuality needs to be acknowledged. King (1997) mentions that violence is  
potentially sexually arousing. He understands sexuality and violence as biological experiences  
and proposes that supporters might imagine violence as sexually arousing since both fighting
and sexual activities are linked to perceptions of masculinity. Burstyn (1999) on the other hand writes from a psychoanalytic perspective and describes fighting as sexually arousing in itself. She argues that sex is more than the genital; the whole body is a potentially sexual area and sexual desire might be connected to fighting.

Sedgwick (1985) in her writings about homosociality also refers to psychoanalytic thinking. She sees desire as an affective and social force which might be manifested in various ways, including forms of aggression. This might be a starting point for understanding sexual desire among supporters. Sedgwick problematizes the idea that individuals can be classified as either homo- or heterosexual and argues that homosocial bonds are not devoid of sexual desire and might have erotic components. This resonates with the relational psychoanalytic view of gender, desire, and sexuality as existing in relationships and as involving multiple self-parts (Goldner, 2003; Reis, 2005). Moreover, sexual desire is seen as ambivalent; excitement and satisfaction exist alongside distress and uncertainty (Dimen, 2005). Thus, sexual desire is both a traumatic and beloved condition that everyone has to handle, and it is influenced by discourses about gender (Diamond, 2009; Goldner, 2003). Discourses of gender as binary categories and the individual as unitary, have been persuasive but needs to be nuanced in clinical practice since all of us identify with individuals of different genders, and all of us have characteristics that are seen as masculine as well as feminine (Corbett, 2011; Diamond, 2009; Layton, 2011). Discourses of gender as binary categories, might however influence a developing child to not accept sexual desire and characteristics that are viewed as oppositional to one’s perceived gender (Diamond, 2009; Heusser, 2015; Slavin, 2013). Boys who are socialized to reject anything perceived as feminine, and who are not supported to tolerate affects, might as grown-up men compensate this missing psychological cohesion through hypermasculine behaviors (Diamond, 2009). Such behaviors include violence, hedonistic motivations, and creating an image of a “hard-man” and are central to the supporter culture (Ayres & Treadwell, 2011). Simultaneously, Smyth (2014) describes how teenage boys in need of therapeutic intervention could be reached through a psychosocial intervention that combined football and psychodynamic thinking. Moreover, there seems to be increasing interest in understanding football and other sports activities from psychoanalytic perspectives, exemplified by the recently published book Psychoanalytic perspectives on intense involvement in sports (Hirsch et al., 2020).

As a female clinical psychologist in substance abuse treatment, I have encountered many men who were football supporters and engaged in football-related violence, or had retired from it. They told me about the supporter culture, the use of alcohol and drugs, and the appealing parts of violence. We spoke about their feelings and relationships and the clients told me about sexual desires, including parts that could be considered non-normative. It should be noted that non-
normative sexual desires, and the possible difficulties connected to them, are often unrecognized in research and treatment concerning substance abuse (Penn et al., 2013; Punzi et al., 2014; Sanders, 2020). Moreover, struggles with substance abuse and treatment needs among football supporters have been unrecognized, which is somewhat surprising since it is well known that the consumption of alcohol, and also drugs, is high among supporters (i.e. Ayres & Treadwell, 2011; Durbeej et al., 2017; Kingsland et al., 2015).

1.1 The aim of the current study is to present clinical findings from my encounters with football supporters.

1.2 Objectives of the study are firstly on what the football supporters told me about the supporter-culture, substances, violence, and sexual desire, and secondly on the clinical encounters between me and the supporters.

1.3 The clinical perspective of this study adds a person-centered perspective to the current understanding of football violence that largely is based on sociological research that for example acknowledges the role of social class, politics, and identity. Thereby, the study provides knowledge that supports treatment of men who find the supporter-culture and their substance use problematic and seek out treatment.

2.1 Materials and methods

The material used for this study is my encounters with male clients who had been involved in football violence. I will here describe my position and the treatment unit in which I worked, portray the clients concerned, and explain how I analyzed the clinical encounters. Thereafter, I provide ethical reflections on writing about clinical experiences. When the results are presented, I separately describe what the clients said, and how I understand it, in order to enhance transparency.

Illustrations of how clients and clinicians co-create meaning is an essential part of research data that cannot be gained by any other means than through individual reports (Dodes & Dodes, 2017). Through fusing clinical practice and research, important issues might be investigated and knowledge can circulate between research and clinical practice. Such a perspective counteracts reductionism, acknowledges that clinical practice can inform research, and shows that clinical practice is not about applying research principles to individual encounters (Coppola & Mento, 2013; Lees, 2005). Moreover, many researched theories and methods were founded in clinical practice (Brinkman, 2017), including psychodynamic perspectives and the cognitive model of automatic thoughts, developed by Beck (1991).
2.2 The treatment and my position

I encountered clients in an outpatient clinic in Swedish public health and social care, aimed at clients with poly substance abuse, situated in Gothenburg, the second largest city of Sweden. The staff members included nurses, social workers, psychiatrists, and psychologists and the unit was open to clients from the age of 18. No letter of referral was needed, clients could contact us directly. About 70% of our clients were male.

My education is based in the psychodynamic and humanistic traditions. At the unit, I provided short- and long-term psychodynamic psychotherapy and counselling, planned in collaboration with each client. Collaboration is central to treatment, since co-creative activities support meaning making (Wiseman et al., 2012). Focus was on substance abuse and on areas the client found important, difficulties as well as capabilities, and in line with clinical praxis, interventions were modified according to the client’s needs (Knekt et al., 2008). This resonates with research that indicates that clients’ subjective experiences are important for the clinician’s evaluation, and that the clinician needs to be open to changes in the clients’ state and to discoveries during treatment (Holmqvist et al., 2016). Moreover, psychodynamic assessment of clients in substance abuse treatment should be perceived as a long-term process rather than as an initial phase, since active substance use might influence the client and since the client might underreport consumption (Aleman, 2007).

Psychodynamic psychotherapy is a vast field with varying approaches and methods. Current approaches often emphasize relational perspectives and the importance of affects, both for the development of difficulties and as central for treatment (i.e. Ajilehi et al., 2016; Diener et al., 2007; Huang et al., 2016; Lingiardi et al., 2017; Schore, 2011). Also research on substance use and abuse, as well as on behavioral addictions such as gambling, excessive Internet use, and excessive sexual activities, increasingly concerns difficulties with affect regulation and relationships (i.e. Caputo, 2015; D’Aguano et al., 2017; Frisone et al., 2020; Helm, 2016; Khosravani et al., 2018; Punzi & Lindgren, 2019).

The treatment I provided focused on understanding and handling affects, cravings, and enactments, so that the client could achieve a greater sense of agency and improve relationships, reduce or terminate substance use, and handle daily problems. Treatment included expressive and supportive elements, depending on each client’s need (Knekt et al., 2008). This flexibility permitted me to adapt to the concerns of the clients and be open to whatever they expressed. This could seem self-evident. It should however be noted that treatment is increasingly influenced by so-called evidence-based practice and New public management that is said to provide cost-efficient and goal-oriented services, while fostering instrumental rationality at the
expense of other valid forms of knowledge (Hammarström, 2016; Simmons, 2012; Thomas et al., 2012).

As a clinician and researcher, I strive to acknowledge meaning making, subjectivity, and contextual factors, including gendered arenas. Like Iannuzzo et al. (2014), I perceive sexuality and gender as important fields in human life. This might have made me open to such topics in clinical practice. I might however also have over-emphasized them. Critical readers could question whether this study illuminates a phenomenon that is of concern to supporters and those who encounter them, or whether it illuminates the interest of the author.

2.3 The clients

This study concerns a minor group of clients. Nevertheless, they provide insights into the complexities of sexual desire and violence and how these questions could be approached in clinical practice (Stevenson, 2008). The clients I met spoke about themselves as supporters. I use the words clients, or men, when I write about them. They were not physically dependent but consumed alcohol in ways that might be considered risky, and also consumed drugs, mostly cocaine but also ecstasy and amphetamines. They were about 25-45 years old. Some of them lived alone, others with a girlfriend/wife. They had permanent employments, temporary work, or were self-employed. They had been engaged in football-related violence in various ways and supported different teams.

2.4 Analysis

To assure the anonymity of the clients I focus on topics rather than on life-stories of individual men. A thematic analysis (Braun & Clarke, 2006) was performed. In the first step, I wrote down my memories of what the men expressed about supporter-culture, substances and sexual desire, as well as my memories of the therapeutic process. In the next step, each memory was labelled with a code. About 120 codes were generated. In the third step, codes with similar content were grouped together, creating 22 subthemes. Examples of subthemes were; reasons for seeking out treatment, patterns of substance use, substances and violence, effects of substances, erotic fantasies, sexual desire and violence, sense of connectedness, my own reactions, affects, clinical failures. In step four, subthemes with similar content were grouped into the three themes; Alcohol and drugs, Desire and Clinical interaction. It should be mentioned that the encounters involved more topics. These are however are outside the scope of this study.

2.5 Ethical reflections

Presenting clinical experiences is a delicate endeavor since clients have not decided to be part of a text. This study focuses on topics rather than on individual men and since unique persons
are not presented, I have not used assumed names. I will not provide details about clients, clinical dialogues, or therapeutic processes. This does however not mean that I detach from the clients.

Since clinical situations provide insights that are difficult to reach in other ways, I consider it is ethically important to contribute clinical experiences so that knowledge and understanding might be enhanced. It should also be noted that as human beings we are absolutely unique and simultaneously remarkably similar to each other. There is a possibility that readers sense that this study is about themselves, or someone they know, but since I present topics rather than persons, the study does not concern identifiable clients.

3. Results

3.1 Alcohol and drugs

The men this study concerns used alcohol and drugs in connection to football events and/or when they were out partying. This could happen up to 3-4 nights each week, or some weeks could pass in between. They described themselves as being, or having been, part of a party-culture which overlapped with the supporter-culture. None of them drank large quantities of alcohol at home. When I asked them about the differences between drinking at home and as part of a party-culture they said that to them, alcohol was connected to football and to going to pubs, bars, the games, and nightclubs. Drinking at home was therefore simply not interesting. Drugs were also part of the culture, preferably cocaine. Some men spoke about an idealization of cocaine. I perceived others as somewhat reluctant to go into details and talk about the amount of drugs they consumed. Those who were more open, referred to “the lad-culture”, which evolved in UK during the nineties as an explicitly drug-liberal, hedonistic, “not-give-a-damn” male culture that provided a sense of connectedness and often was more important than the actual football games. The party started hours before the game and often ended the next morning. Some explicitly said that it is not possible to party like that without drugs.

Those who were reluctant to talk about drug consumption, seemed hesitant to leave supporter-culture and struggled with ambivalence. They could experience anxiety and depression and wanted to get rid of these symptoms. Some of them had been caught by the police and lost their driver’s license or had been sentenced to a fine. Such negative experiences made them question parts of their drug consumption and lifestyle, but this was still important for them. I sensed that I had difficulties reaching them and providing support.

Even though the men were not physically dependent, substances were problematic for them since they were so connected to their social life, and had caused difficulties. It should also be
noted that some men struggled with considerable mental health difficulties and had been hospitalized due to symptoms such as suicidal thoughts, overwhelming confusion, or anxiety. It cannot be excluded that these difficulties were connected to excessive substance consumption. Moreover, the lad-culture and the price of living parallel lives, one with work and girlfriend/wife, one with football, parties, drugs and violence, might become too high. Some men sought out treatment since the girlfriend/wife had demanded a change of lifestyle, otherwise she would leave. Some had indeed changed their lives and retired from football, violence and parties, but had developed other difficulties. This could concern excessive sexual activities including compulsive dating and/or masturbation, or gambling. Such difficulties should not be devalued as the men who enacted them related that relationships had been destroyed, or that they had become personally bankrupt. The men who experienced such difficulties perceived themselves as prone to exaggerations, only the objects changed. Also violence could be perceived as something one could misuse.

The disinhibiting and affect-regulative effects of alcohol and drugs could also enhance the capacity for fighting; fear diminished and anger increased. Fighting could be more important than the games. Together we reflected on how substances, violence and football were so intermingled that it became almost impossible to see them as separate entities.

3.2 Desire

As part of clinical practice, questions about relationships, sexuality, and sexual desire are asked, not only because clients may have difficulties in these areas, but because these areas are important for who we are and how we live our lives. Some clients find such questions irrelevant, shameful, or anxiety provoking, which should be respected. Others find it meaningful to discuss them. I have met many men and women who have described non-normative sexual desires and practices. Therefore, it is not surprising that also male supporters could describe a variety of sexual desire.

The men who no longer were involved in football culture more often spoke about sexual desire and violence than those who were still active supporters. After having retired from violence, it was for example possible to talk about homo- or bisexual desire. To some, the homosocial supporter culture, and the violence, had been ways to disavow and simultaneously approach homoerotic desire. Homosocial and violent cultures could be perfect places to hide homo- and bisexual desire, since these cultures denounce non-normative male sexuality while encouraging guys to be physically close, not least while drinking, watching football, and fighting. I have also met retired supporters who were uninterested in sexual encounters, who had to pull themselves together to have sex with their girlfriends/wives. The violence they had been part of had
provided an “energy” that could ignite heterosexual encounters. Without violence, the energy was gone. There were also descriptions of same-sex desire and sexual arousal evolving before and during fighting. Sexual arousal and desire differed from excitement that evolved in relation to fighting, but they could exist alongside each other. The sexual arousal and the desire to engage in fighting could be questioned on a rational level; yet it was alluring.

I also encountered men who spoke about desire to be penetrated, by men or by women. They sometimes wondered if this meant that they were homosexuals. Such thoughts could be frightening and some men could strive to counteract them through compulsive heterosexual activities and relationships. To avoid flirting and chasing sexual encounters, they could isolate themselves. It should be noted that many men I have encountered, supporters and others, struggle with shame over how they have acted toward women.

The men were concerned about their looks. The sneakers were expensive and new, the jeans were well-fitting, the haircut neat, and the shirts, sweaters, and jackets were from brands such as Fila, Fred Perry, and Stone Island. Through looking good and having the “right” clothes, one’s position in the group was strengthened, I was told. The style signaled that one was part of the lad-culture in which fashion, pop-culture, and football came together. It was important to signal that one was not part of the crowd who wore t-shirts with the name of the team, but was part of the supporter elite. I perceive the importance of clothes and looks as an expression of desire toward the homosocial group - it was important to look good in the eyes one’s peers.

### 3.3 Clinical interaction

It came forth that in order to understand the clients, their clinical needs, and the supporter culture, the ongoing interaction between each client and myself had to be acknowledged. This clinical interaction involved verbal exchange, affects, and countertransference-reactions, and examples of understanding and support as well as of misunderstanding and failures. I use the term clinical interaction as a neutral term. The interaction might evolve in ways that support the clients’ understanding of difficulties, and his capacity to handle affects or abstain from substances. Interaction might however also evolve in ways that complicate or even hinder therapeutic goals. The clinical interaction is described from my perspective with a focus on my reactions and how these might have been supporting or complicating.

My interest in football, violence, and sexual desire was sparked by clients who explicitly spoke about non-normative desire, homoeroticism, and the alluring parts of violence, as well as about struggles to leave the supporter-culture or moderate their involvement in it. I learned from these clients. Yet, I did not fully grasp the supporter culture. It is a world apart, and the clients probably excluded details about anger and violence. Even those who spoke openly about sexual
desire could be somewhat reluctant to talk about violence. Their silence was probably part of the culture; one simply does not talk about the violence. It also occurred to me that they might have wanted to protect the therapeutic relationship from the violence, as if I would not endure hearing about it. Our encounters were gendered. Maybe it would have been easier to discuss violence with a man. Unfortunately, I was unable to include reflections on violence in the clinical dialogue. This could be seen as a failure. On the other hand, I managed to include struggles with sexual desire, so treatment could be perceived as at least partially successful.

We also spoke about affects, specifically shame and anger, but also excitement and joy, and we laughed together. Clients could for example joke about the homoerotic parts of supporter culture that must be obvious to anyone, or about difficulties men have to relate to each other without alcohol and football. Humor may be supportive when approaching difficult topics including shame and non-normative sexual desire. Some clients moved toward understanding themselves and their sexual desire so that parts of themselves that had been denounced as non-masculine could be integrated. The sense of agency increased and some clients made concrete life changes in order to not expose themselves to alcohol and drugs.

In my experience, from clinical practice and from research interviews, it is a balancing act to acknowledge potentially sensitive topics without pushing the client too hard. If one pushes too hard, there is a risk that the person feels ashamed and since shame is a “not wanting to be seen-affect”, the client might protect himself through avoiding sensitive topics. Thereby treatment becomes superficial. Another risk is that the client terminates treatment.

It should be noted that not all men spoke about non-normative desire in relation to football and violence, but those who did made me realize that sexual desire, normative as well as non-normative, needs to be acknowledged. When I wrote down and analyzed my memories, it occurred to me that it was easy for me to relate to the men who wanted to talk about sexual desire, violence, and the negative parts of supporter-culture. Thereby, I could support them to integrate previously non-accepted self-parts and affects, specifically those that had to do with non-normative desire and characteristics perceived as feminine. It seemed more difficult for me to attune to those who did not problematize the supporter culture, normative ideas about masculinity, hypermasculine behaviors or the role of substances in this culture. With the latter group I focused on supporting them to terminate or reduce the substance use. In retrospect, I think I was too eager to initiate change, as if it was my duty to cure them. To make them quit using substances became my desire, which I could not regulate. True, they started treatment because of difficulties with substances but that does not mean that they are supported by a clinician who becomes preoccupied with substances. I think I was influenced by the New public
management ideals of showing results, in this case showing that clients terminated their substance use. I was not attuned and regret I did not remain open.

4. Discussion

4.1 Understanding football, violence, substances, and sexual desire

Based on what was told by my clients, the alcohol-football-violence triad described in previous research seems relevant (Ostrowsky, 2018). Alcohol and drugs were intertwined with the supporter-culture and with fighting. Substances and football, and also fighting, gave opportunities for physical closeness that could be longed for by those who experienced homoerotic desire. Hughson and Free’s (2011) description of homoerotic behaviors among supporters, were confirmed by some of my clients. Accordingly, sexual desire needs to be acknowledged in order to understand football violence and it should be noted that sexual desire might be manifested in various ways, including in aggressive behaviors (Sedgwick, 985) and non-genital experiences (Burstyn, 1999).

Theories and prior research have stressed the homosociality of supporter-culture (Poulton, 2012). Homosociality also came forth among my clients, and the border between homosocial, homoerotic, and homosexual desire was blurred. A tentative thought is that some clients acted out violence since they could not accept self-parts and affects that were considered feminine or associated with same-sex desire. They seemed to have internalized discourses of gender as binary categories (Corbett, 2011; Diamond, 2009; Layton, 2011) to the extent that they could not accept desire and characteristics viewed as oppositional to their gender (Diamond, 2009; Heusser, 2015; Slavin, 2013). Instead they compensated through hypermasculine behaviors (Diamond, 2009).

I therefore propose that the “triad” of violence, alcohol, and football is extended to a quartet, by adding sexual desire. Desire involves more than the genital (Burstyn, 1999) and one could see the efforts to look good as an example on non-genital sexual, or at least eroticized, desire toward the homosocial group. Moreover, violence enabled physical closeness to other men. Sexual arousal has been seen as an effect of the arousal from violence (King, 1997). This might be true for some. Some of my clients however sensed that arousal during fighting might indeed be sexual and they could tell sexual arousal from arousal connected to fighting. I do not suggest that all supporters, or any man who engage in violence, express homoerotic tendencies. That would be a simplification. I do however wish to illuminate possible connections between violence and sexual desire among supporters, and possibly other homosocial groups.

Homosociality is often used as a descriptive term, which reduces the capacity to investigate variations (Hammarén & Johansson, 2014). My clients show that men in homosocial groups are
more diverse than sometimes presented, and their sexual desire might be non-normative. Thereby, this study illustrates how personal experiences of sexual desire, especially non-normative and thereby non-accepted desire, might fuel engagement in violence. This person-oriented perspective is beneficially combined with sociological perspectives, so that negative parts of supporter-culture can be understood and hopefully counteracted, and individual men who experience difficulties can be supported.

4.2 Clinical perspectives and recommendations

In substance abuse treatment, the life-world and meaning making of the client is sometimes neglected (Kemp, 2011), a tendency fueled by evidence-based practice and New public management (Hammarström, 2016; Simmons, 2012). This study exemplifies that the social life of the client needs to be acknowledged, otherwise neither substance use nor other difficulties might be understood or counteracted. As clinicians we should gain knowledge about football-culture, so that supporters who enter treatment can be properly supported. Clinicians should avoid my mistake to pursue termination of substance use, but should be open to the concerns of the clients, and acknowledge that substances cannot be separated from questions of belonging, or from struggles with masculinity and perception of oneself. Affects and relationships should be discussed, not least since clients often experienced difficulties in their intimate relationships which motivated them to start treatment. Also the interaction between clinician and client needs to be acknowledged. As clinicians we have to ask ourselves what is going on between ourselves and each client so that we can tell moments of understanding from moments of misunderstanding and direct the process toward therapeutic goals (Jiménez & Altimir, 2020). Our own actions and reactions, including our failures, should be reflected on so that we might restore the relationship to the client and learn from our mistakes (Gait & Halewood, 2019).

Clinicians should be prepared to discuss sexual desire and support integration of non-accepted self-parts and affects. To do this, processes of dissociation needs to be acknowledged since dissociation complicates integration and are common among individuals with substances abuse, excessive gambling, Internet use, and sexual activities (i.e. Biolcati et al., 2017; Punzi & Tidefors, 2014; Sideli et al., 2018). Psychodynamic perspectives, not least from relational psychoanalysis, remind us about the importance of relationships (including therapeutic relationships), self-perceptions, and affects (i.e. Diener et al., 2007; Huang et al., 2016; Lingiardi et al., 2016; Punzi & Lindgren, 2019). I do not however think each clinician needs extensive training in psychodynamic theory or method in order to acknowledge relationships, self-perceptions, of affects. It is more about being open, resisting manualized and symptom-oriented methods
(Dodes & Dodes, 2017), and be prepared to talk about difficult topics, including sexuality and non-normative experiences. Thereby, non-accepted characteristics and self-parts could slowly be accepted and integrated. While doing this, one should not push difficult, or potentially shame-provoking topics, too hard. Acknowledging topics is not the same as insisting they should be discussed. In my clinical practice I had difficulties reaching some clients, especially those who were somewhat reluctant to talk about substance use and their lives as supporters. In psychodynamic practice, the therapeutic relationship is both a part of healing and a medium through which various difficulties, self-parts and affects are explored, understood and worked through (Knekt et al., 2008). When clients were reluctant to talk about substance use and the supporter-culture, it was difficult for me to talk about the therapeutic relationship. Just like the clients who wanted to get rid of anxiety and depression, I became preoccupied with substance use as a “symptom” that I wanted to get rid of. From my own failure I would recommend clinicians to dare to discuss the therapeutic relationship and be open to the possibility that the client could be better supported by someone else, or through another form of treatment.

5. Conclusions

This study concerns clinical encounters with male clients who were or had been committed football supporters and were in substance abuse treatment. Their consumption of alcohol and cocaine was intermingled with their life as supporters. This need to be understood, otherwise it is difficult to support them. In order to “support supporters” clinicians should be prepared to involve questions of sexual desire, including non-normative experiences, and self-parts that are perceived as non-masculine, in treatment. The clinician needs to be open both during assessment and treatment, and ready to see own failures and boundaries, the limitations of one’s way of working, and learn from the clients.

6. Limitations and future studies

One limitation of this study is that it lacks a proper research data set. Due to ethical considerations I have not presented details about clients. Thereby the study might be perceived as somewhat non-specific or even superficial. Nevertheless, I have been able to show that there are more to supporter-culture than meets the eyes, and that sexual desire needs to be acknowledged. In the future, these topics should be examined in a proper empirical study. Another limitation is that my clients do not represent supporters as a group. Nevertheless, the study point to important areas that should be addressed in research and theories concerning supporter-culture. Future studies should acknowledge person-centered approaches, sexual desire, and treatment perspectives.
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